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Dear Beefmaster Breeder,

     Get Ready! Emmons Ranch Production Sale will be held August 20th at the Brazos County 
Exposition Complex in Bryan, Texas. Steve and Cindy Emmons have been breeding BBU 
Beefmaster since 1975 and their involvement in all things Beefmaster has expanded and become 
more impressive with every calf crop!
          Emmons Ranch reputation for producing superior Beefmaster seedstock in both the show 
ring and the pasture is well documented. Emmons Ranch Beefmaster has attained winners 
throughout the country and their individuals have helped other Breeders attain that same 
success. Throughout the Beef industry Emmons Ranch individuals are proving they have the 
necessary ingnecessary ingredients to help you build a better Beefmaster product. Their goal is to offer you the 
quality Beefmaster individuals that will help you succeed in whatever your Beefmaster breeding 
program demands. Emmons Ranch is dedicated to selecting individuals that first meet their 
criteria for visual appraisal and then carry the predictable genetics that increase the potential for 
a successful result and then verified documented performance and carcass traits are used to 
help ensure the quality and profitability of the final product. Only the individuals that have passed 
all these qualifications are being sold. This is the “Good Stuff” and these are the good-looking 
cattle that will perform. cattle that will perform. 
     Emmons Ranch sale offering this year is highlighted by the addition of the pick of the sale lot! 
Pairs with exceptional individual quality, predictable genetics and with tremendous product at 
side. Bred Heifers that carry the predictable genetics you need to build a better Beefmaster with 
calves in the belly that will enhance any breeding program. Open Heifers that have the supreme 
quality and same predictable genetics that will bring the breeding value you desire. One superior 
Herdsire - Elvis and Two Herdsire Prospects right off the show string that are shining examples 
of the “Good Stuff” that you need to build a better Beefmaster. Semen opportunities on the EMS 
HeHerdsires that have proven through their production to be predictable producers that will help 
you succeed! Everything you need to build a better Beefmaster is here for your breeding 
program success story.
     Every Year Emmons Ranch Production Sale is a fantastic Beefmaster event that will be held 
in an air-conditioned sale facility and sold entirely on video with the cattle there available for 
your inspection. We do have a sale offering film that will be sent via email and available at the 
Emmons Ranch and BBU website and the sale will be live on the internet at DV Auction. We 
invite you to join us Friday to inspect the sale offering and enjoy a wonderful social time and 
steak supper at the sale site. Then Saturday after the sale plan to attend the JBBA Heifer Show.
     If myself or sale consultant Mike Green or Auctioneer Anthony Mihalski can be of any 
assistanceassistance in making purchases or selections do not hesitate to contact us.

See you in Bryan!
Bruce Robbins

Beefmaster Breeders Welcome to 
Emmons Ranch Beefmaster Production Sale

19202 Heather Creek l San Antonio, TX 78258 l (210) 545-6106 l fax (210) 545-5275



Dear Fellow Beefmaster Breeders,

On behalf of our family, we would like to take this 
opportunity to invite

you to our production sale, August 20, 2022.

This year’s offering includes 1 Proven Herd Sire, 2
 herd changing

Herd Sire Prospects, 5 Proven Donors, 5 Pairs and
 3 N 1’s, 34 Bred

and Exposed Heifers and 7 Open Heifers.  This inc
ludes 12 King George daughters,

6 Johnny Cash daughters, 6 Captain Britches dau
ghters, 5 Bubba daughters, 5 Headliner

6 Johnny Cash daughters, 6 Captain Britches dau
ghters, 5 Bubba daughters, 5 Headliner

daughters, 4 Bonfire daughters, 3 Elvis daughters
, 3 King of Diamonds daughters, 2 Amazing 

Britches daughters and 1 Ring Of Fire daughter. S
everal of the females are polled and several are

homozygous black.

Plus, we aPlus, we are offering some rare opportunities. The
 highly proven and predictable herd sire, Elvis, 

the super proven donor Lyssy’s Siri Ryder, 4 daug
hters out of the highly proven 1140 Catchin A 

Dream Donor, 3 are sired by Bonfire and 1 is sired
 by King George, all are super donor prospects 

that you can build a herd around, and a fantastic, 
many times Grand Champion Bull, Bubba Made, 

that will take you straight to the top.

WWe are starting our 48th year of breeding high qua
lity Beefmasters. Our goal is to stack the good 

ones on top of the good ones to make the great o
nes. We are constantly trying to produce the next 

major livestock show Grand Champion Bull or Gra
nd Champion female. For Emmons Ranch to 

accomplish our goals, we must build cattle from th
e ground up. They must have impeccable 

skeletal structure, standing on exceptional foot an
d bone. They must have impeccable phenotype, 

exhibiting balance with neck coming high out of th
e shoulder, with exceptional muscle, a smooth 

fluid motion, and exhibit moderate frame size. We
 don’t stop there, they must also be efficient, 

grgrowthy, fertile and have milking ability.

If you are serious about building better Beefmaste
rs, there is something in this sale that will work

in your program.

BBU and Beefmaster cattle are all about good peo
ple. Cindy and I

are blessed to have met so many fantastic people
 and have made

hundreds of friends in the Beefmaster business. W
e hope you can

join us for fellowship and fun with good friends.

Sincerely,
Steve & Cindy



EMMONS RANCH 
BONFIRE C968248
BULLISTIC C1045522
CAVALIER C617557
CF SUGAR BEAR C977252
CF SUGAR BRITCHES C940465
CHRK KONG C1077240
CJ’S KING OF DIAMONDS CJ’S KING OF DIAMONDS C1085462
EMS BET ON BUBBA C1053095
EMS BUBBA GUMP C1101571
EMS BUBBA MADE C1123395

EMS CAPTAIN BRITCHES C1012021
EMS HEADLINER C992850
EMS JOHNNY CASH C930530
EMS KING GEORGE C1037114
EMS RING OF FIRE C1005473
EMS/VFF AMAZING BRITCHES 
                                                                                        C1095293

ROCK STAR C968247
VFF ELVIS M10729
VFF RYDIN DIRTY C1020704



1 PICK OF SALE

LOT 2

Elvis, scurred, is a unique mating adding performance and numbers to our cattle. He expresses the phenotype of long extended front, massive top, 
square hip and tremendous muscle, while possessing the “look” we strive for in our cattle.  He ranks in the top 1% for $M, CE and BWT, top 2% for 
SCR, 4% in WWT and MWWT, top 10% for $T, YWT and REA and top 15% in Marbling.  He sports a 15.7” REA with a 4.01% IMF, with a $T of $117.69 
and a $M of $42.85. His babies come here small, avg BWT 64, jump up and hunt the “ninny”. They are very athletic, vigorous and grow like weeds. 
The only reason Elvis is in this sale is we have cut dThe only reason Elvis is in this sale is we have cut down on our cow numbers. He sells with 250 straws of semen. We are retaining 25 straws for 
in-herd use only. We will not sell any Elvis semen. Elvis is an easy keeper, stays fat all the time and is easy to handle. You can turn him out with
a LOT of cows and he will cover all of them and look good doing it. You don’t get an opportunity to purchase a proven herd sire like this very often.
He’s a good one.

Emmons Ranch

PICK
OF
SALE

Buyer’s choice of any lot in the sale!
Will be sold at auction to highest bidder.



Talk about tough—tears will roll when this guy leaves.  He is a crowd favorite— everyone loves him.  He doesn’t have a mean bone in his body.  
When he couldn’t fit in our squeeze chute, Steve couldn’t stand to be rough on him trying to get him in, so we just bought a new, bigger chute.  
Does that mean he’s just an old softy for these animals? You bet he is and we wouldn’t have it any other way.  “Frankie” as he is affectionately 
called, has had a huge show career—Grand Champion Bull at the State Fair of Texas, State Fair of Louisiana, Res Champion at the Fort Worth
Livestock ShLivestock Show, Grand Champion at the Houston Livestock Show, Grand Champion at Beefmaster U.   This is one massive bull that is easy keepin’, 
straight topped, huge hipped, massive middled, big footed, with a beautiful front and impeccable structure.  His dam, Bonfire’s Barbie, has 
produced the great ones.  We lost her this year so there won’t be any more—just a few embryos.  If you are serious about the BM business
and making the good ones, here is your chance to make your mark.  He sells with 152 straws of semen from 1 collection, and a lot of tears!

LOT 3 LOT 4



 EMS Miss Buff - Cow Family

CALF

COW

We sold Amazing Pearl as a heifer and regretted it ever since. So when we had the opportunity, we purchased her back from Steven Anderson in his Herd Reduction 
sale. There were only 3 of these ever produced. This family of cattle gets ‘er done every single time. The Amazing Ace family doesn’t miss. Pearl has the muscle, the 
wheels, the looks and the genes to be someone’s #1 donor. You can land an airplane down her top. There won’t be any more of these, a unique opportunity to start 
building your name in the BM world. Check out the King George show heifer at her side—she’s a winner. Start producing your own show heifers right here—the 
right kind. Flushed twice. Flush records on request.

&A



COW

&A

CALF

This is one beautiful female: perfect sized, exceptional fronted, square hipped, a top you can eat dinner on, plenty of muscle, beautiful udder.  
You name it, she has it. She has stars in all the boxes. This girl can make it happen. Look at the Bubba baby at her side. What a stout baby and 
she is raisin’ it; this girl isn’t going hungry. You Juniors better star this one! She should hang lots of banners for you. We have flushed her 4 
times. Flush records available on request.

COW

CALF
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BREEDER Emmons

BREEDER Emmons



100K
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Look at the extension and length of body this female is carrying. The 6 Essentials were her blueprint. She possesses all the characteristics that provide economic 
importance, plus she’s scurred to boot. Her baby in the belly by Amazing Britches should add another dimension to this lot.  

Scurs



 EMS Stylish Jezzy - Cow Family

Pure “CASH” HERE!  This little hottie gets ***’s.  Her mama, great Motown Donor female 860, owned by Trey Johnson, is a producing machine. One of 
her offspring is VFF Crown Royal, who has sired some great ones for Darrell Glaser.  Johnny Cash is still siring the great ones.  This gal is hard to 
fault and so correct in her build—stout hipped, lotsa bone, big bodied, long fronted.  You can dream about “Cash” here, breed her right and the 
“Cash” will roll in.  Big possibilities with this gal.

LOT 23



COW

CALF

LOT 25LOT 24

This is an exposed pair you want to grab a hold of. There won’t be anymore.

&A



Miss Sugarbelle - Cow Family

0016



COW

CALF

Miss Sugarbelle daughters are few and far between these days.  Sugarbelle 
crossed with Headliner gives maximum predictability. Raven is a no miss 
female, taking after her mama. Miss Sugarbelle, daughter of the legend,
JezabelleJezabelle, adds power thickness, cleanliness and eye appeal. We sold Raven’s 
heifer, sired by Bonfire, in our 2021 sale for $12K. Raven has the familiar 
Headliner groove running down her loin, along with sound travelin’ and stout 
muscle pattern. She is a producing machine.  We flushed her to Bonfire once 
and got some amazing offspring. Raven sported a 11.50 REA with almost a 4 
% IMF and is still one gorgeous female. Her pedigree is a list of ALL STARS at 
ER.  Beauty and Performance—standard equipment. Get her while you can.

LOT 29

&A28



&A

COW

CALF

 EMS Color Me Sugar - Cow Family

EMS Ring of Fire has been a maternal champion in Clark Jones program. Cross this Bonfire line of cattle on top of Johnny Cash females and excitement is created.  
Belle is deep sided, has loads of volume with that pretty front. Add to that, she is homozygous black and scurred. Create those black bulls the industry is
demanding—they bring a premium. Bred to Amazing Britches, she may have another homozygous calf in her belly. Load her up today.

Scurs



Catchin’ A Dream - Cow Family

BREEDER EmmonsBred to VFF Elvis 8 mos



002/2 - Cow Family

Here’s one so many of you have been asking for.  All I can say is, this mating is incredible
—sound, deep and wide, easy keepin’ and thick.  We have already put 2 full sisters in the BPG Hall of 
Fame and 2 more are knocking on the door.  Two full sisters are already making huge statements in 
our donor herd.  Bonfire daughters are few and far between, are in great demand and are topping 
sales.  Take her to the donor pen, or just breed her and produce your own champions.  Either way, let 
your “Dream” go on “Forever” here.

LOT 34



 EMS Reba - Cow Family

BREEDER Emmons

Reba, Miss BM America 2015, was one of the winningest females we have shown. She has some of our most predictable and consistent genetics in her pedigree.  
Breed her to King George and the results are these 2 gorgeous females. They are square hipped, straight topped and have tremendous muscle depth. Big REA’s on 
both. Both girls are exposed to Amazing Britches for more predictability. Too hard to choose—take them both home!



LOT 37

 EMS Pistol Annie - Cow Family



BREEDER EmmonsBred to VFF Elvis 8 mos



EMS Headliner

EMS Captain Britches



AT 009



Tough decision here. 2 Captain Britches daughters out of 2 phenomenal donors at ER.  Your decision is on which donor suits your operation best. Lot B—EMS The 
Heart Won’t Lie, scurred, is exceptional in every way, big bodied, stout hipped, lotsa bone, beautifully fronted and extremely feminine.  Reba, Miss BM America 
2014, has been a mainstay at ER for several years.  She was one of the winningest females ever at ER.  She has produced so many winners, in every aspect.  She 
is backed by genetics that are timeless at ER.  You won’t have to lie about her—your heart will fall in love with this sweet girl.

LOT 42BLOT 42A



We have picked out 3 different blooded females here to show off what Elvis can do on Bonfire, Colonel Sugar and Bubba daughters. As you can see, 
he works on all of them. 1 is polled, 1 scurred and 1 is horned. Check out the BWT’s — A-61#’s, B-64#’s, C-58#’s. Low BWT’s to put on your heifers. 
These 3 heifers are flat good, no matter what you like. These are unique opportunities that come from tremendous lines of cow power. Study the 
pedigrees of these three. Some of the legends in the breed are included in these girls’ lineage. Two of our most powerful donor cows are included in 
2 of them—Bonfire2 of them—Bonfire’s Barbie and Pistol Annie, and in the other one, Color Me Sugar, EMS Ring of Fire’s mama and Totally Sugar.  Beauty and
Performance and Genetics run deep here. Take your pick, OR pick all 3 and start your herd with the good ones!

VFF Elvis

LOT 43A



We have picked out 3 different blooded females here to show off what Elvis can do on Bonfire, Colonel Sugar and Bubba daughters. As you can see, 
he works on all of them. 1 is polled, 1 scurred and 1 is horned. Check out the BWT’s — A-61#’s, B-64#’s, C-58#’s. Low BWT’s to put on your heifers. 
These 3 heifers are flat good, no matter what you like. These are unique opportunities that come from tremendous lines of cow power. Study the 
pedigrees of these three. Some of the legends in the breed are included in these girls’ lineage. Two of our most powerful donor cows are included in 
2 of them—Bonfire2 of them—Bonfire’s Barbie and Pistol Annie, and in the other one, Color Me Sugar, EMS Ring of Fire’s mama and Totally Sugar.  Beauty and
Performance and Genetics run deep here. Take your pick, OR pick all 3 and start your herd with the good ones!

LOT 43C



COW

&A

CALF



No Photoshop, no smokescreen, no glitter, no sales pitch and no stretchin’ the truth. My vocabulary is limited and not impressive, but 
that doesn’t change what my eyes and 47 years of breeding Beefmasters see in this incredible animal. Built from the ground up, we 
see a bull that stands on a massive set of feet that are made correctly. The amount of bone he has is truly incredible. His skeleton is 
loose and clean jointed, with an amazing amount of cushion when he reaches forward and sets it down in his track. As I look up from 
the ground, the rest of him is as true as presented. He has mind boggling amounts of power, muscle, rib shape and look. Bubba wears 
the pants at Emmons Ranchthe pants at Emmons Ranch, they’re a very big set of pants and he wears them well.

In an industry that is struggling to get a bull sound enough and powerful enough in the same package, Bubba checks all the boxes.  
From a breeding standpoint, it is a breath of fresh air to see a bull with this amount of product on a correct skeleton.

Bubba has proven himself as a dominant sire in commercial herds across the US and in several foreign countries. Bubba is a dominant 
sire in the show industry, not only in Beefmasters, but American influenced steers and heifers. Foreign countries are also seeing his 
worth and ask for him by name.

Better load up while you can!

EMS BET ON BUBBA—Proven –Predictable



Sexed Heifer Semen

Auctioning sexed heifer semen- 30 straws with 1 cert/straw of semen. All semen is stored at Elgin Breeding Service. Must be picked up within 60 days of 
purchase. 

029



Scurs    Sexed Heifer Semen
029



Attend our Spring Bull Sale!
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